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Aloft University Lofts project launched
BY LIAM OTTEN

The School of Art's new Des Lee Gallery was dedicated Jan. 25 as
part of the opening celebration for University Lofts, a $5.6 million
downtown redevelopment project spearheaded by W. Patrick
Schuchard (center), the E. Desmond Lee Professor for Community
Collaboration. Lee (left) was presented with a key to the gallery by
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton.

University Lofts, $5.6 million
rehabilitation project
spearheaded by a partnership between the School of Art,
Bank of America and the
Regional Housing and Community Development Alliance
(RHCDA), celebrated its grand
opening Jan. 25 in a substantially
rehabilitated 1907 warehouse
structure located in the heart of
downtown St. Louis' Washington
Avenue Loft District.
Located at 1627 Washington
Ave., University Lofts will serve
as a hub for the district's artistic
activity. The building features
living and working space ideal
for practicing artists as well as a
first-floor gallery, to be operated
by the art school and used for
exhibitions, meetings and other
community events. The gallery
was dedicated as the Des Lee
Gallery, in honor of alumnus
E. Desmond Lee, at the Jan. 25
event.
In addition, Island Press, the
art school's collaborative
printmaking and visiting artist
program, will move to a space on
the top floor from its current
home on the Hilltop Campus.
The University Lofts develop-

ment is the brainchild of
W Patrick Schuchard, the
E. Desmond Lee Professor for
Community Collaboration at
the art school. Schuchard, a
nationally recognized painter
and sculptor, has participated in
numerous public and private
redevelopment projects
throughout his career.
He saw the project as an
opportunity to provide art
school alumni with incentives to
remain in St. Louis after
graduation and as a way to
establish a Washington University presence in the heart of a
developing arts district.
The eight-story, 60,000square-foot building offers 26
one- and two-bedroom loft-style
apartments, which were
aggressively marketed to School
of Art alumni. Sixteen of the
units are to rent at affordable
rates through the use of federal
and state housing tax credits
provided by the Missouri
Housing Development Commission. The remaining 10 units
will rent at market rates ranging
from $950 to $1,200 per month.
Units range in size from 1,250 to
2,500 square feet. Planning is in
progress for a first-floor
restaurant as well.

The development also uses
federal and Missouri historic tax
credits, made available by the
Missouri departments of
economic development and
natural resources, and a 10-year
real estate tax abatement from
the City of St. Louis. The
development will benefit from
the city's Washington Avenue
public improvements program,
for which construction plans are
now in progress.
All 26 units have been preleased, with moving in scheduled
to begin Tuesday, Feb. 1.
Schuchard first presented the
concept to Richard A. Roloff,
executive vice chancellor at the
University, who in turn took it to
the RHCDA, a local organization
with significant expertise in the
packaging and execution of
complex real estate developments. RHCDA refined the
concept, packaged the development and presented it to Bank of
America.
University Lofts Associates, a
limited partnership with
affiliates of Bank of America and
RHCDA as its general partners,
completed the financing
arrangements and constructed
the development. Bank of
See Lofts, page 6

Exploring First Amendment rights
Forum brings journalists, filmmaker to campus
By BARBARA REA
Watergate. The Pentagon
Papers. Iran-Contra. These
stories evoke some of our most
powerful feelings about the U.S.
Constitution and, in particular,
the first amendment. A two-day
forum here Wednesday and
Thursday, Feb. 9 and 10, will
explore freedom of speech,
freedom of the press and the role
journalism has played in protecting these basic rights.
A new documentary film, "The
First Freedom," will lead off the
event at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 9,
in Graham Chapel. Produced for
the Newseum, a museum for news
in Arlington, Va., the film uses the
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The First Amendment:
"Congress shall make no
law... abridging the
freedom of speech, or of
the press..."
voices and personal recollections
of journalists who have put their
lives and reputations on the line
in their quest for the truth,
showing the power of the press in
preserving democracy.
"The First Freedom" is the
27th film produced by veteran
documentary filmmaker Charles
Guggenheim. Guggenheim has

won four Academy Awards, for
"Nine From Little Rock," a
chronicle of the Arkansas school
integration crisis; "RFK Remembered," a film biography of Robert
R Kennedy; "The Johnstown
Flood," a commemoration of the
infamous Pennsylvania disaster;
and "A Time for Justice," the story
of the civil rights movement.
Guggenheim has produced
film biographies on presidents
John F. Kennedy, Lyndon B.
Johnson and Harry S. Truman for
their presidential libraries. His
"Journey to America" documented the arrival of immigrants
to America via Ellis Island for the
Public Broadcasting Service
See Forum, page 2

United Way campaign goes over the top
BY CHRISTINE FARMER

Washington University's
employees surpassed the
$400,000 goal for the 1999 United
Way campaign, pledging about
$414,000, according to Ann B.
Prenatt, director of employee
relations and chair of the 1999
drive. The amount is the most
ever raised by the University,
which has supported the United
Way of Greater St. Louis since its
inception in 1975 and prior to
that the former United Fund of
Greater St. Louis.
In recognition of the drive's
success, the United Way has
bestowed its Standard of Excellence Award on the University.

"We have made this the best
United Way drive ever at Washington University, an exceptional
accomplishment," said Chancellor
Mark S. Wrighton. "I am thankful
to all of the generous members of
the University faculty and staff
who contributed to the campaign's success."
Prenatt said United Way
volunteers did a great job of
encouraging their colleagues to
pledge with imaginative events.
Some of the creative
approaches on campus:
• The library held raffles and
Monday Morning Munch.
• Hilltop facilities had a flea
market, a barbecue and a dunking
tank.

• West Campus held rallies and
gave away prizes to encourage
early pledge commitments.
• Medical school facilities got
vendors to donate items, such as
movie passes and smoke detectors, for a raffle.
• The Otolaryngology Department provided Ted Drewes
Frozen Custard to employees on
the day of the pledge drive.
• The Cell Biology and
Physiology Department raffled
University items from Bear
Necessities with a Halloween
theme.
"I want to thank the dedicated
volunteers for their efforts and all
of those who supported the
See Campaign, page 2

Physics postdoctoral fellow Oleg Lourie, Ph.D. (left), Rodney S.
Ruoff, Ph.D., associate professor of physics in Arts & Sciences, and
physics graduate student MinFeng Yu work on a model of a singlewalled carbon nanotube. In the foreground are models of more
common forms of carbon — graphite (left) and diamond (right).

Milestone measurement
made of nanotube strength
BY SUSAN KILLENBERG MCGINN

Carbon nanotubes are smaller
than the eye can see, yet
stronger than steel. But just how
strong are these nanoscale
materials — the foundations of
what some are calling a new
technological order?
In a milestone measurement,
Rodney S. Ruoff, Ph.D., associate
professor of physics in Arts &
Sciences, and his nanotechnology
research group here have determined how much force a carbon
nanotube can withstand before
breaking.
In the experiment performed
by Ruoff and his research group,
individual multiwalled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs) — rolled
sheets of graphite — were picked

up, positioned on a nanometerlength scale, firmly attached by a
novel method, and tensile loaded
(stretched by applying a force)
until broken. A readout showed
the applied force.
In some cases, micro-Newtons
of force were needed to break
individual nanotubes — many
times higher than the force that
would be needed to break a
similar-sized nanotube made of
high-grade steel, if such a thing
existed.
Ruoff, graduate student
MinFeng Yu and postdoctoral
fellow Oleg Lourie, Ph.D. with
co-authors Mark J. Dyer of Zyvex,
a start-up company aiming to
develop nanotechnology, and
Katerina Moloni and Thomas F.
See Nanotube, page 6
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Wy 'Work, Families and Public Policy*
Seminar series crosses disciplines in presentations

F

University employees supporting the United Way send rays of hope
to people in need throughout the St. Louis area. Ann B. Prenatt,
director of employee relations and chair of the 1999 drive, displays a
token of the University's efforts — a Standard of Excellence Award
from the United Way.

Campaign
University receives
United Way award
■ from page 1

United Way," Prenatt said.
"Our contribution is really
something to be proud of and
is another great example of
how the University supports
the St. Louis area."
Prenatt's co-chairs were
Blanche Johnson, employee
relations representative, on the
Hilltop Campus; Karen Seifert,
director of business operations, at the Medical Campus;
and on West Campus, Marci

Lowery, manager, endowment/
gift and investment accounting,
and Kathy Richey, supervisor,
cash and credit operations.
Providing overall leadership
were Shirley K. Baker, vice
chancellor for information
technology, and John N. Drobak,
J.D., professor of law and of
economics.
The United Way of Greater
St. Louis campaign also
exceeded this year's total goal of
$60 million. Contributions
benefit more than 160 local
health and human service
organizations in greater
St. Louis, and 92 cents of every
dollar donated goes directly to
support programs and services.

acuity and graduate students
' with an interest in topics
relating to labor, households, health care, law and social
welfare are invited to take part in
a series of Monday brown-bag
luncheon seminars to be held
biweekly through April.
Now in its fourth year, the
"Work, Families and Public
Policy" series features one-hour
presentations on current research
interests of faculty from across
campus and from other local and
national universities. The
presentations, which are held in
Room 300 Eliot Hall, run from
noon to 1 p.m. and are followed
by a half-hour discussion period.
Robert A. Pollak, Ph.D., the
Hernreich Distinguished
Professor of Economics in Arts &
Sciences and the John M. Olin
School of Business, has been the
lead organizer for the series for
the last three years. Michael W
Sherraden, Ph.D., the Benjamin
E. Youngdahl Professor of Social
Development and director of the

Center for Social Development at
the George Warren Brown School
of Social Work, is co-organizer.
The series, designed to
promote interdisciplinary
research, invites faculty members
and graduate students from
Washington University, the
University of Missouri-St. Louis
and other area universities to
participate.
Upcoming seminars are:
Feb. 14: Vivian Ho, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of economics
and management at the business
school: "Learning and the
Evolution of Medical Technolo_* »
21CS "

Forum

amendment issues at 10:30 a.m.
Thursday, Feb. 10, in Room 110
January Hall.
The panelists are:
•TomBaxter (A&S 71),
chief political correspondent
for the Atlanta JournalConstitution. Baxter began
reporting for the Atlanta
Journal in 1974 and eight years
later became national editor for
both newspapers. He has served
in his present post since 1987.
• Ken Cooper (A&S 77),
national education reporter for
the Washington Post. Cooper
joined the Post in 1989 as a
reporter covering education
and Congress. Before that, he
reported for the St. Louis
American, St. Louis PostDispatch and the Boston Globe,
where in 1984 he shared a
Pulitzer Prize for special local
reporting on a series about
racism in Boston.
• Michael Isikoff (A&S 74),
investigative reporter for
Newsweek. Isikoff joined
Newsweek in 1994, after more
than a decade with the Washington Post. In 1991 he received
a Pulitzer Prize nomination for
his story on gun trafficking and
violence.
• Maralee Schwartz (A&S
74), deputy national editor for
the Washington Post. Schwartz
has been with the Washington
Post for 20 years. She joined the
paper as a researcher for
national news, and in 1992 she
became congressional editor on
the national desk. Currently she
is the political editor on the
national desk.
Guggenheim and moderator
Sandra Davidson, associate
professor at the University of
Missouri - Columbia School of
Journalism, will round out the
panel.
At 4 p.m. Thursday, Isikoff
will give the second keynote
address in Holmes Lounge. His

Alumni journalists
discuss First Amendment
— from page 1

(PBS), and "Monument to a
Dream" — familiar to
St. Louisans — chronicles the
making of the Gateway Arch.
The first of two keynote
speakers, Guggenheim will give
a talk immediately following the
film.
Four Washington University
alumni currently working in the
media will take part in a panel
discussion about front-line first

News Briefs
Shaping up
Looking for help in keeping that
New Year's resolution to get in
better shape? The Campus Y
could be your answer. The Y is
sponsoring four fitness and
relaxation classes this winter,
along with three offerings in
martial arts and self-defense.
Fitness and recreation classes
include:
• Y Step Aerobics — Jan. 31
to April 12, 4 p.m. Mondays and
Wednesdays;
• Y Workout — Feb. 16 to
April 26, 6:30 p.m. Wednesdays;
• Tai Chi Chu'uan — Feb. 2
to March 15, noon Wednesdays;
• Hatha Yoga — Jan. 25 to
Feb. 29, 5 p.m. Tuesdays; or
Jan. 27 to March 2,6 p.m.
Thursdays;
Martial arts and self-defense
classes include:
• Cardio Kickboxing —
Feb. 7 to April 22,6 p.m.
Mondays and Wednesdays;
• Ki and Aikido — Feb. 1 to
April 30, several days and times
available;
• Ki Development — Feb. 1
to April 30, 7:45 p.m. Thursdays.
Costs range from $30 to $80,
depending on the class and the
registrant's University status.
For more information, call the
Campus Y at 935-5010.

For a good cause
The Women's Law Caucus
(WLC), a student organization
at the School of Law, is gearing
up for its annual auction, set for
Feb. 25 at the law school.
Proceeds from the auction help
provide summer grants to law
students who do legal work
benefitting low-income women

their understanding of English
language and culture.
Volunteers are not required
to be trained teachers or have
any special language skills. For
more information, call
935-5910.

Snowbound?

Campus quiz: This seal adorns
which Medical Campus building? See below.
and/or involving advocacy for
women's rights. The group is
seeking donations for the event,
and bidders are welcome as well.
For more information, contact
WLC president Mercy Davison at
(618) 277-3438 or by e-mail,
mpdaviso@wulaw.wustl.edu.

Global vision
The International Office is
seeking volunteers to participate
in a pair of community-connections programs that promote
international friendships and
further cross-cultural awareness.
The Host Family Program is
designed to advance cultural
exchange between international
students and local volunteers. As
part of the program, volunteers
invite students to share in family
celebrations, sports or cultural
events at least once a month.
The Speak English With Us
Program matches community
volunteers with international
students, faculty and
researchers who want to improve

If severe weather conditions
cause the University to alter
the normal work and/or class
schedules, a number of media
outlets will air the announcement. This announcement will
provide information separate
and specific to the School of
Medicine and the balance of
the University and will apply
only to Washington University
students, faculty and staff.
KSDK-TV Channel 5, KMOVTV Channel 4, KTVI-TV
Channel 2, KDNL-TV Channel
30,KMOX-AM(1120)or
WSIE-FM (88.7) will all
broadcast the announcement.
Radio station 550 KTRSAM has an off-air telephone
snow closing system. To access
it, dial 550-KTRS (5877) or
453-5555. You will be
prompted to enter an ID
number — 1278 for the
Hilltop Campus, 1440 for
evening classes and 1439 for
the medical school. If there is a
closing or cancellation, it will
be announced in a few
seconds. All KTRS snow
closing announcements will be
erased from the system
between 2 and 3 p.m. To check
for the following day, you will
need to call after 3 p.m.
Answer: This handsome
ornament marks the South
Euclid entrance to the McMillan
Hospital Building.

Feb. 28: Michael W.
Sherraden: "Can the Poor Save in
a Matched Savings Program?";
March 13: Barton Hamilton,
Ph.D., assistant professor of
economics and management in
the business school: "The Dynamics of Entrepreneurship among
High-Technology Workers";
March 27: Nancy Folbre,
Ph.D., professor of economics,

Washington University community news
News & Comments
(314)935-6603
Campus Box 1070
betsy_rogers@
aismail.wustl.edu

Medical News
(314)286-0111
Campus Box 8508
duke@medicine.
wustl.edu

Editor Betsy Rogers
Associate Vice Chancellor Judith Jasper Leicht
Executive Editor Susan Killenberg McGinn
Medical News Editor Diane Duke Williams
Assistant Editors
David Moessner • Christine Farmer
Production Carl Jacobs
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University of Massachusetts,
Amherst: "A Theory of the
Misallocation of Time";
April 10: Duncan Thomas,
Ph.D., professor of economics,
University of California, Los
Angeles: "Family Resource
Allocation during an Economic
Crisis"; and
April 24: Shelly Lundberg,
Ph.D., professor of economics,
University of Washington:
"Marriage and the Retirement
Savings Puzzle."
The series is sponsored by the
schools of business and social
work; the Center for Social
Development; the Business, Law
and Economics Center; the
Department of Economics in Arts
& Sciences; the Graduate School
of Arts & Sciences; and the
Committee on Social Thought
and Analysis.
For more information, contact
Pollak at 935-4918 or by e-mail at
pollak@olin.wustl.edu, or
Sherraden at 935-6691 or
sherrad@gwbmail.wustl.edu.

First Amendment
Forum
Who Tom Baxter, Ken Cooper,
Sandra Davidson, Charles
Guggenheim, Michael Isikoff,
Maralee Schwartz
Where Hilltop Campus
When Feb. 9 and 10
Admission Free

coverage of major news stories
— the Oklahoma City bombing, campaign finance abuses,
Iran-Contra and the Persian
Gulf War — has won him a
number of professional awards,
including the National
Headliner Award, the Edgar A.
Poe Award and the Gerald R.
Ford Journalism Prize for
Reporting. Isikoff also serves as
a news analyst for MSNBC and
is a frequent guest on political
and current affairs talk shows.
Isikoff was thrust into the
national limelight in 1998
when he was first to report the
story of the Clinton/Lewinsky
scandal. He published a book
about the scandal, "Uncovering
Clinton: A Reporter's Story," in
1999.
"We hope our students,
faculty, staff, and alumni find
this forum interesting and will
come to learn more about the
first amendment from the
experts," noted James E.
McLeod, dean of the College of
Arts & Sciences, vice chancellor
for students and creator of the
forum. "It is a unique opportunity for our students to hear
firsthand journalists' views on
one of the guiding principles of
American democracy."
These events are free and
open to the Washington
University community. For
more information, call
935-5285.
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Medical School Update

Schlesinger and Ternberg become AAAS fellows

M

I ilton J. Schlesinger, Ph.D.,
professor emeritus of
molecular microbiology,
and Jessie L. Ternberg, M.D.,
Ph.D., professor emeritus of
pediatrics and surgery, have
become fellows of the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science (AAAS). The rank of
fellow is the highest awarded by
the AAAS, the world's largest
federation of scientists.
Each year, the AAAS Council
elects members "whose efforts on
behalf of the advancement of
science or its applications are
scientifically or socially distinguished." Schlesinger and
Ternberg are among 283 new
fellows who will be honored
Feb. 19 during the AAAS annual
meeting in Washington, D.C.
Schlesinger is being recognized
for his work on heat-shock
proteins and on protein modification. In 1978, he discovered the
first examples in vertebrate cells
of heat-shock proteins, which
cells produce when their normal
proteins unfold as a result of high
temperature or other stressful
conditions. Heat-shock proteins

£ ijJ4!
Schlesinger:
Microbiologist

Ternberg:
Pediatric surgeon

refold the damaged proteins,
helping the cell survive.
Schlesinger also uncovered the
first example in nonbacterial cells
of a glycoprotein that can be
modified by the addition of a fatty
acid group. He found that Sindbis
virus modifies a glycoprotein — a
protein with sugar groups
attached — in the outer membrane of the host cells it infects.
This modification allows the virus
to wrap copies of its DNA in host
cell membrane and bud the
resulting new virus particles out
of the cell. Schlesinger's current
research focuses on the assembly
of enveloped animal viruses such
as Sindbis, which he uses as a
model. Using molecular genetics,

he is analyzing the events that
enable new virus particles to be
assembled and released from cells.
Schlesinger came to Washington University in 1964 as an
assistant professor of microbiology and became a full professor in
1972. He served as acting chair of
the Department of Microbiology
from 1973 to 1975 and again from
1987 to 1989. From 1992 to 1994,
he chaired the executive council of
the Division of Biology and
Biomedical Sciences.
He obtained a bachelor's
degree in physics from Yale
University in 1951, a master's
degree in biophysics from the
University of Rochester in 1953
and a doctorate in biochemistry
from the University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, in 1959. He carried
out postdoctoral work at the
University of Michigan, the
Instituto Superiore di Sanita in
Rome and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Ternberg is being honored for
her contributions to the practice
and teaching of pediatric surgery
and for her role in mentoring
students.

After earning a bachelor's
degree from Grinnell College in
1946, she received a doctorate in
biochemistry from the University
ofTexasinl950. In 1949,
Ternberg and Robert Eakin,
Ph.D., reported their discovery
that intrinsic factor binds
vitamin B-12 — facilitating its
assimilation instead of altering it
to produce a more potent factor
in the treatment of pernicious
anemia.
After receiving a medical
degree from Washington
University in 1953, she completed an internship at Boston
City Hospital, a research fellowship at Washington University
School of Medicine and a surgery
residency at Barnes Hospital. She
joined the medical school faculty
in 1959 as an instructor of
surgery and was promoted to
assistant professor in 1962 and
associate professor in 1965. In
1971, she was appointed professor of surgery and associate
professor of surgery in pediatrics.
She became chief of pediatric
surgery in 1972, and in 1975 she
was named professor of surgery

in pediatrics. During this time,
she studied free radicals using
electron spin resonance and was
able to show their presence in
viable tissues as well as to
demonstrate that differences in
free radical levels exist between
normal and diseased tissues.
A nationally recognized
pediatric surgeon, she was the
first female surgical resident at
Barnes Hospital, the first female
surgeon on the medical school
faculty and the first woman
elected head of its faculty council.
Among Ternberg's numerous
awards are the Washington
University Alumni Award, the
International Women's Year
Award for Health Care, the GlobeDemocrat Woman of Achievement Award and membership in
Alpha Omega Alpha. In 1998,
former pediatric surgical residents
and colleagues established the
Jessie L. Ternberg Award, to be
given annually to a female
medical school graduate who best
exemplifies Ternberg's "indomitable spirit of determination,
perseverance and dedication to
her patients."

Berg awarded $2.9 million to study
bacterium that causes peptic ulcers
Douglas E. Berg, Ph.D., the
Alumni Professor of Molecular
Biology and professor of genetics,
has received a five-year $1.3 million grant from the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases and a five-year $1.6 million grant from the National
Institute of Diabetes and Digestive
and Kidney Diseases. Berg studies
Helicobacter pylori, the major
cause of peptic ulcer disease and a
risk factor for stomach cancer.
"This bacterium colonizes
humans throughout the world,"
Berg said. "We want to understand
how these infections can persist
for years and years and to explore
the genetic, physiologic and
environmental factors that
determine whether infection
causes disease or simply persists
without medical consequences, as
it does in most infected people."
Berg's group will study
resistance to metronidazole and
clarithromycin, the two main
therapeutic agents. In developing
countries, these antibiotics are
used widely to treat parasitic or
gynecologic infections, a practice
that favors the emergence of drugresistant strains of H. pylori.
In the laboratory, the researchers have shown that inactivating
the gene for a nitroreductase
called rdxA makes H. pylori partly
resistant to metronidazole. This
enzyme normally converts
metronidazole to a bactericidal
compound. Berg's group has
found that rdxA is nonfunctional
in resistant strains from patients
in many parts of the world.
The researchers have detected
both laboratory and clinical
strains of H. pylori that grow in
the presence of even higher levels
of metronidazole than the usual
rdxA-deficient strains. "We
suspect that these strains have
mutations in additional genes —

perhaps genes for other nitroreductases — that can contribute
quantitatively to metronidazole
resistance," Berg said. The
researchers now are looking for
these genes. They also are studying
mechanisms, including mutation
or exchange of specific genes
between strains, that confer
antibiotic resistance to H. pylori or
enable it to adapt to different
human hosts.
The grant from the National
Institute of Diabetes and Digestive
and Kidney Diseases will support
a study of H. pylori infection and
gastroduodenal disease in Alaskan
natives. This collaborative project
will involve Alan Parkinson, Ph.D.,
and staff at the Arctic Investigations Unit in Anchorage, Alaska,
which is operated by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention. To look at H. pylori transmission patterns, the researchers will
analyze the genetic fingerprints of
H. pylori isolated from occupants
of different native villages.
Because of geographic isolation,
the strains within a particular
village might be closely related.
And any differences might point
to genes that allow the bacterium
to thrive in a particular individual.
The researchers also will
compare Alaskan strains of
H. pylori with those isolated in
other parts of the world. Genetic
differences might explain the
unique features, such as anemia, of
peptic ulcer disease among
Alaskan natives. This comparison
also might help determine
whether H. pylori arrived in Alaska
from Asia many thousands of
years ago with ancient ancestors of
native peoples or whether, like
many other microbial pathogens,
it arrived in the New World with
European conquerors and
colonists during the past few
hundred years.

Siiper BOWl Cliff hanger At a Jan. 30 party on the top floor of Olin Residence Hall, first-year
medical students Tomasz Srokowski (second from left), Chris Arett (middle) and Amir IslamiManuchehry (second from right) watch the Super Bowl in nail-biting suspense with prospective
students Jakob Schutz (far left) and Wes Diddle (far right). The St. Louis Rams beat the Tennessee
Titans 23-16.

Slatopolsky receives kidney research award
Eduardo Slatopolsky, M.D., the
Joseph Friedman Professor of
Renal Diseases in Medicine,
recently received the Belding H.
Scribner Award from the
American Society of Nephrology.
The award and a medal are
given annually to recognize
outstanding contributions in
basic science that have a significant impact on the care of people
with kidney disease.
Slatopolsky, a staff physician
at Barnes-Jewish Hospital, is a
world leader in the study of
mineral and bone metabolism in

patients with chronic kidney
failure. He helped elucidate how
these patients develop secondary
hyperparathyroidism, which can
produce bone disease. The
condition results from irregularities in the metabolism of calcium,
phosphorus and vitamin D and
elevated levels of parathyroid
hormone in the blood.
Slatopolsky helped discover
that secondary hyperparathyroidism and bone disease could be
controlled — and even cured in
some patients — through tight
regulation of levels of phosphorus

Safety training sessions scheduled for the School of Medicine
Faculty, staff and students
working in clinical settings or
laboratories at the School of
Medicine need to attend a session
on safety training every year.
Alternatively, a designated safety
coordinator from a laboratory,
division or department can
become certified to lead a session
for an area. The safety sessions

cover topics ranging from proper
use of fire extinguishers to
appropriate disposal of chemicals.
Clerical staff also are encouraged to attend a session about
safety issues and emergency
procedures every three years.
Preregistration is required. It
can be done by sending an e-mail
to esafety@msnotes.wustl.edu or

by calling the Office of Environmental Health & Safety at
362-6816. The sessions will take
place in Cori Auditorium in the
McDonnell Medical Sciences
Building as follows:

For clinical personnel:
Feb. 22, 9 to 10 a.m.
March 21, 3 to 4 p.m.
June 20, 9 to 10 a.m.
July 18, 3 to 4 p.m.

For laboratory personnel:
April 18,9 to 10 a.m.
May 23, 3 to 4 p.m.

For clerical staff:
March 7, 9 to 10 a.m.
June 6,9 to 10 a.m.

in the blood. He now is
determining how this regulation
occurs at the molecular level. In
addition, he is studying how
analogs of vitamin D influence
secondary hyperparathyroidism.
Slatopolsky received the 1991
Frederic C. Bartter Award from
the American Society for Bone
and Mineral Research and the
first Award of Excellence from
the National Kidney Foundation
of Eastern Missouri and Metro
East in 1997. He serves on the
editorial board of the Journal of
Bone and Mineral Research and
is a member of numerous
professional societies.
He obtained a medical degree
from the University of Buenos
Aires in 1959 and joined
Washington University as a
postdoctoral fellow in 1963.
He became an instructor in
medicine four years later and
a full professor in 1975.
Slatopolsky directed the medical
school's Chromalloy American
Kindney Center from 1967
to 1997.
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University Events
'Rickshaw5 • The Shoah • Cochlear Implants • Liberty • Cabaret • Hoops
"University Events" lists a portion of
the activities taking place at
Washington University Feb. 3-12. For
a full listing of medical rounds and
conferences, see the School of
Medicine's Web Site at
medschool. wustl. edu/events/. For an
expanded Hilltop Campus calendar,
go to www.wustl.edu/thisweek/
thisweek.html.

Exhibitions
"Beginnings: The Taste of the
Founders." Through March 19.
Gallery of Art. 935-4523.
"Gestures, Words, Buildings."
Through Feb. 18. Work of Adrian
Luchini, assoc. prof, of architecture.
Givens Hall. 935-6200.
"Island Press: Innovation at
Washington University." Through
March 19. Gallery of Art. 935-4523.
See story on page 5.
"Zen Paintings and Japanese Art."
Through March 19. Gallery of Art.
935-4523.

Film
Wednesday, Feb. 9
6 p.m. Chinese Film Series.
"Rickshaw." Sponsored by Dept. of
Asian and Near Eastern Languages
and Literatures. Room 219 Ridgley
Hall. 935-5156.

Lectures
Thursday, Feb. 3
Noon-1 p.m. Genetics lecture.
"Through the Looking Glass: The Cell
Biology of Lens Transparency."
Steven Bassnett, asst. prof, of cell
biology and physiology and of
ophthalmology and visual sciences.
Room 823 McDonnell Medical
Sciences Bldg. 362-7072.
4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular
biophysics seminar. "New Insights
Into tRNA, Ribosomes and Lightharvesting Complexes via Single
Molecule Fluorescence Studies."
Alexander Sytnik, U. of Pa. Room
2918 South Bldg. 362-0261.
4 p.m. Biology Seminar Series.
"Spatial Control of Differentiation and
Cell Cycle Progression." Christine
Jacobs, Stanford U. Room 215
Rebstock Hall. 935-6860.
4 p.m. Cardiovascular research
seminar. "Genetic Models of
Cardiomyopathy and Cardiac Failure."
Leslie Leinwand, U. of Colo., Boulder.
Room 801 Clinical Sciences Research
Bldg. 362-8901.
4 p.m. Chemistry seminar. "Exploring
Molecular- to Supramolecular-scale
Order in Self-assembled Polymer
Systems." Paula T. Hammond, prof,
of chemistry, chemical engineering
dept, MIT. Room 311 McMillen Lab
(coffee 3:40 p.m.). 935-6530.
4 p.m. Earth and planetary sciences
Tolman Lecture. "Precambrian
Tectonics and Growth of Continental
Crust." Timothy Kusky, research asst.

'Hannah's Shawl' unwraps Holocaust
BY LIAM OTTEN

Gray wings unfurl and an
enormous man-bird, part
vulture, part Angel of Death, faces
the audience. A young girl
emerges from beneath his
wingspan, a six-digit number
tattooed on her arm.
That striking image opens
"Hannah's Shawl," an original
drama by Henry I. Schvey, Ph.D.,
professor and chair of the
Performing Arts Department
(PAD) in Arts & Sciences. The
play, which was commissioned last
year by the St. Louis Holocaust
Museum to mark Yom Hashoah,
or Holocaust Remembrance Day,
will receive its theatrical premiere
this month in the A.E. Hotchner
Studio Theatre.
Performances begin at 8 p.m.
Feb. 17, 18 and 19, with matinee
shows at 3 p.m. Feb. 19 and 20.
Performances continue the
following weekend at 8 p.m.
Feb. 24, 25 and 26.
Set in the early 1970s,
"Hannah's Shawl" tracks the
Holocaust's continuing emotional
toll on three generations of a
St. Louis family. Oma, a survivor
who lost her husband and son to a
Nazi death camp, now lives with
her daughter Rachel (also a
survivor), her son-in-law Eli and
their daughter, the 17-year-old
Hannah. Though rarely spoken of,
Oma's past remains a constant
presence in the household, and
Hannah, at once terrified and
deeply curious about that legacy,
struggles to understand how it has
shaped both her family and
herself.
"The play asks a simple
question: how does the memory

of the Holocaust survive after the
people who lived through it pass
on?" explained Schvey. "Hannah's
role is to find out what happened,
in a household and at a time
when the Holocaust was rarely
discussed."
Yet Hannah's inquiries are
constantly deflected by the

Senior Danielle Stein stars as
Hannah in "Hannah's Shawl,"
premiering at the A.E. Hotchner
Studio Theatre this month.

'Hannah's Shawl'
Where A.E. Hotchner Studio Theatre
When 8 p.m. Feb. 17-19 and
Feb. 24-26; 3 p.m. Feb. 19, 20
Tickets $10; $8 for senior citizens,
WU faculty, staff and students

prof., Center for Remote Sensing,
Boston U. Room 361 McDonnell Hall.
935-5610.

nutritional sciences dept, Rutgers U.
Room 426 McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg. 362-6950.

4 p.m. Physics lecture. "Biophysics of
Water Motion in Mammalian Brain: Easy
Questions, Hard Answers." Joseph J. H.
Ackerman, chair and prof, of chemistry.
Room 241 Compton Hall (coffee
3:45 p.m.). 935-6276.

4 p.m. Anatomy and neurobiology
seminar. "Green Eggs and SAM: Tales of
Synaptogenesis in a Simple Organism."
Michael L. Nonet, asst. prof, of anatomy
and neurobiology. Room 928 McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg. 362-3531.

4:15 p.m. Linguistic Anthropology
Speakers Series. "Social Processes
Through Language: The Construction of
Dominican-American Identities."
Benjamin Bailey, postdoctoral research
assoc, Center for the Study of Human
Development, Brown U. Room 102 Eads
Hall. 935-5231.

6 and 8:30 p.m. Travel Lecture Series.
"The Caribbean: Islands of Eden." Dale
Johnson. Sponsored

4:15 p.m. Philosophy and PhilosophyNeuroscience-Psychology Colloquium
Series. "Patriotism and Cosmopolitanism in Kant." Pauline Kleingeld, asst.
prof, of philosophy. Room 216
Psychology Bldg. 935-6670.

Friday, Feb. 4
Noon. Cell biology and physiology
seminar. "Mechanisms of Cellular Fatty
Acid Transport." Judith Storch, prof.,

COSt: $4.50. ^^Uj|\-.:,':::.^:;!,'.^>

935-5212.

Saturday, Feb. 5
11 a.m. University College Saturday
Seminar Series. "Imagining a Community:
Storytelling in the Fiction of Sarah Orne
Jewett." Wayne Fields, the Lynne Cooper
Harvey Distinguished Prof, of English and
dir, American Culture Studies Program.
Co-sponsored by the Master of Liberal
Arts Program. Room 162 McDonnell Hall.
935-6778.

Saul Friedlander speaking on Holocaust
Iistorian Saul Friedlander will
Hi:
c
deliver
the Holocaust Memorial Lecture, titled "The Shoah:
Memory, History and the
Historian," at 11 a.m. Wednesday,
Feb. 9, in Graham Chapel. The
lecture, part of the Assembly
Series, is free and open to the
public.
Friedlander has held the
Maxwell Cummings Chair of
European History at Tel Aviv
University since 1975. He also is
professor of the history of the
Holocaust at the University of
California, Los Angeles. He taught
at the Graduate Institute of
International Studies in Geneva
from 1964 to 1988 and at the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem
from 1969 to 1975. He has

ness. He serves
on the Independent Experts
Commission
Who Historian Saul Friedlander
investigating
Where Graham Chapel
Swiss policies
during World
When 11 a.m. Wednesday, Feb. 9
War II and is a
Admission Free and open to the public
member of
several scientific
advisory boards
received numerous awards, most
to academic institutions in Israel
notably the Israel Prize in History
and in Europe. His most recent
in 1988 and the MacArthur
book is the first volume of a twoFellowship in 1999, as well as
volume series: "Nazi Germany
three honorary degrees.
and the Jews: The Years of
Friedlander is founder and
Persecutions, 1933-1939."
editor-in-chief of "History &
For more information, visit the
Memory," a journal that focuses
Assembly Series web page (http://
on questions relating to the
wupa.wustl.edu/assembly) or call
formation of historical conscious935-5285.

Assembly Series

wounded adults around her —
particularly by Rachel, whose
seemingly distant presence masks
a profound sense of victimization
— and Hannah's curiosity soon
turns to obsession. Visions of the
camps begin to occupy her day
and night, invading her waking
subconscious as well as her
dreams. Events finally come to a
head when Hannah begins
receiving visits from the ghost of
Morrie, Oma's lost son.
Schvey, who did extensive
research on the Holocaust and
survivors while writing "Hannah's
Shawl," noted that the effects of
such trauma often echo through
whole generations.
"Children of survivors carry
tremendous pressures," Schvey
said. "Their very existence is a
miracle, the proof that Hitler
didn't win, and that places great
expectations upon them."
Director Annamaria Pileggi,
senior artist in residence in the
PAD, said: "The story is bigger
than just one family. It's really a
kind of history of the Jewish
people, of how the weight of this
horror is passed from generation
to generation. And I think that the
play's non-naturalistic elements
— the dream sequences, the
scenes with the vulture, the scenes
with the ghost — give it a tragic
quality that's almost Greek in
scale."
Tickets are $10 for the general
public and $8 for senior citizens
and Washington University
faculty, staff and students. Tickets
are available at the Edison Theatre
Box Office, 935-6543, and
through all MetroTix outlets,
534-1111. For more information,
call 935-6543.

Monday, Feb. 7

12:10 p.m. Physical therapy research
seminar. "Patient Expectations and
Treatment Effects: Lessons From a Trial of
Acupuncture and Massage for Chronic Low
Back Pain." Donna Kalauokalani, asst. prof,
of anesthesiology. Classroom C, 4444
Forest Park Blvd. 286-1400.
3:45 p.m. Physics colloquium. "Two-photon
Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy:
Advancing Physics and Biology by Using
Noise." Joachim D. Mueller, U. of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign. Room 204 Crow Hall
(refreshments, 3:30 p.m.). 935-6276.
4 p.m. Chemistry seminar. "Cleavage of
Strong C-X Bonds by Metal Complexes."
William D. Jones, prof, of chemistry, U. of
Rochester, N.Y. Room 311 McMillen Lab
(coffee 3:40 p.m.). 935-6530.
7:30 p.m. Relationship lecture. "Kosher
Sex." Shmuley Boteach, rabbi and author.
Sponsored by St. Louis Hillel, WrUach and
the Jewish Community Center. Graham
Chapel (book signing following, Women's
Bldg.). 935-9040.

Wednesday, Feb. 9
11 a.m. Assembly Series. "The Shoah:
Memory, History and the Historian." Saul
Friedlander, the Maxwell Cummings Chair
of European History, Tel Aviv U., and prof,
of history of the Holocaust, University
California, Los Angeles. Graham Chapel.
935-5285.
Noon. Geriatrics and
gerontology lecture.
"Preventive Medicine
and Screening in Older
Adults." Consuelo
Hopkins-Wilkins, fellow,
div. of geriatrics and
gerontology. Room 216
West Bldg. 362-3506.
3:30 p.m. Mathematics seminar. "Supports
of Fourier Transforms of Wavelets, Wavelet
Sets, tsubq(x) and All That." Darrin
Speegle, prof, of mathematics, Saint Louis
U. Room 199 Cupples 1 Hall. 935-6726.

Thursday, Feb. 10
Noon. Genetics lecture. "Glycan Synthesis
in the Pathogenic Fungus Cryptococcus
Neoformans." Tamara Doering, research
assoc, molecular microbiology dept.
Room 823 McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg. 362-7072.
4 p.m. Cardiovascular research seminar.
"Quest for Fire: Phagocyte-derived
Oxidants in the Pathogenesis of
Atherosclerosis and Cancer." Jay W.
Heinecke, assoc. prof, of medicine and of
molecular biology and pharmacology.
Room 801 Clinical Sciences Research
Bldg. 362-8901.

10 a.m. Center for Mental Health Services
Research Seminar Series. "Imputation
of Missing Data III: Hands-on Experience." Edward L. Spitznagel, prof, of
mathematics and biostatistics. Room 39
Goldfarb Hall. 935-5687.

4 p.m. Chemistry lecture. "Synthetic
Analogues of Zinc Enzymes." Gerard
Parkin, prof, of chemistry, Columbia U.
Room 311 McMillen Lab (coffee
3:40 p.m.). 935-6530.

Noon. Lung biology conference. "Direct
and Indirect Bacterial Killing by Neutrophil
Elastase." Azzaq Belaaouai, instructor in
medicine, pulmonary and critical care
medicine div. Room 801 Clinical Sciences
Research Bldg. 362-8983.

4 p.m. Joint Center for East Asian Studies
Colloquium Series. "The Rise of
Indigenous Christianity in China." Xi Lian,
Seattle Pacific College. Room 331 Social
Sciences and Business Bldg., U. of Mo.St. Louis. 935-4448.

Noon. Molecular biology and pharmacology seminar. "How Receptors Might
Activate G Proteins." Thomas J. Baranski,
asst. prof, of medicine and of molecular
biology and pharmacology. Room 3907
South Bldg. 362-2725.

4 p.m. Neuroscience Mildred Trotter
Lecture. "Signalling Pathways in the Early
Mouse Embryo." Janet Rossant, joint head,
Program in Development and Fetal Health,
Samuel Lunenfeld Research Institute,
Mount Sinai Hospital, N.Y. Cori Aud.,
4565 McKinley Ave. 362-7043.

Noon. Neuroscience/neurology joint
seminar. "Brain
Plasticity Paralleling
Learning: Origins of
Variations in
Performance
Ability." Mike
Merzenich, U. of
Calif.-San
Francisco. Cori Aud.,
4565 McKinley Ave. 362-7043.
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "Cytokines and T Memory Cells."
Jonathan Sprent, immunology dept,
Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, Calif.
Eric P. Newman Education Center.
362-2763.
4 p.m. Foreign Language Pedagogy
Colloquium Series. "Aspects of Diglossia
in Arabic." Mahmoud Al-Batal and Kristen
Brustad, Emory U. Sponsored by The
Teaching Center and the Dean of the
Faculty of Arts & Sciences. Room 162
McDonnell Hall. 395-8003.
7 p.m. Architecture Monday Night Lecture
Series. The 2000 Harris Armstrong
Lecture. Elias Torres, Lapena and Torres
Architects, Barcelona, Spain. Steinberg
Hall Aud. (reception 6:30 p.m., Givens
Hall). 935-6200. See story on page 5.

Tuesday, Feb. 8
Noon. Molecular Microbiology and
Microbial Pathogenesis Seminar Series.
"Nef Functions That Contribute to HIV-1
and SIV Pathogenesis." Louis Alexander,
div. of microbiology, Harvard Medical
School. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave.
362-2746.

4:15 p.m. Philosophy and PhilosophyNeuroscience-Psychology Colloquium

Klimasewiski reads
from work Feb. 8
Fiction writer Marshall
Klimasewiski, assistant
professor in the Creative Writing
Program in Arts & Sciences, will
read from his work at 8 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 8, for the Creative
Writing Program Reading Series.
The reading is free and open to
the public and takes place in
Hurst Lounge, Room 201
Duncker Hall.
Klimasewiski's short stories
have been widely published;
recently his pieces "Tyrants," "Jun
Hee" and "Nobile's Airship"
appeared in The Atlantic Monthly,
The New Yorker and The Yale
Review, respectively. His work has
been included in Best American
Short Stories, and in 1994 he
received the Ploughshares Cohen
Award for best story for "Snowfield."
For more information, call
935-7130.
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Lecture series spans globe,
provides array of architects
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Gallery showcasing Island Press prints
BY LIAM OTTEN

An international array of
award-winning architects,
designers and artists is
coming to campus in the spring
line-up of the School of
Architecture's 45th annual
Monday Night Lecture Series. The
lectures, held at 7 p.m. in
Steinberg Hall Auditorium, are:
• Monday, Feb. 7 — Barcelona
architect Elias Torres, a principle
in the firm Lapena & Torres
Architects, discussing his recent
work. A member of the School of
Architecture's Steedman competition jury, Torres will deliver the
2000 Harris Armstrong Endowed
Lecture.
An 8:30 p.m. announcement of
the winner in the school's
biannual Steedman International
Design Competition and a panel
discussion by the jury will follow
the lecture. The Steedman 2000
competition, "Bridging the Gap:
Architecture in the Shadow of the
Arch," invited proposals for
St. Louis' Gateway Arch, the
adjacent grounds and the highway
"trench" dividing the park from
downtown St. Louis. The winner
will receive a $20,000 traveling
fellowship.
• Feb. 14 — British architect
Sir Colin St. John Wilson on
"The Design and Construction of
the British Library." The lecture
bears the same name as a book by
St. John Wilson on the controversial 36-year process of designing
and constructing the new national
library facility in London.

Series. "How Neurons Mean." Chris
Eliasmith, Philosophy-NeurosciencePsychology Program. Room 216
Psychology Bldg. 935-6670.
4:30 p.m. Mathematics colloquium.
Richard Laugesen, prof, of mathematics,
U. of III., Urbana-Champaign. Room 199
Cupples I Hall (tea 4 p.m., Room 200).
935-6726.
5 p.m. Vision Science Seminar Series.
Resident research presentations. Susan
Yang and Blake Cooper, second-year
ophthalmology residents. East Pavilion
Aud., Barnes-Jewish Hospital Bldg.
362-5722.

Friday, Feb. 11
Noon. Cell biology and physiology
seminar. "Type IV Collagen of Basement
Membrane: Defect in Renal Disease and a
Cancer Therapeutic." Billy Hudson, prof,
and chair of biochemistry and molecular
biology. U. of Kansas Medical Center.
Room 426 McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg. 362-2254.
Noon. Central Institute for the Deaf
research seminar. "Implant Outcomes:
Measuring the Impact of Cochlear
Implants in the Lives of Deafened Adults."
Anthony Hogan, U. of Sydney, Australia.
Room 310 CID School Bldg.,
818 S. Euclid Ave. 977-0271.
4 p.m. Anatomy and neurobiology
seminar. "Inactivation Mechanisms of
Ca2+ and Voltage-dependent BK-type K+
Channels." Christopher J. Lingle, prof, of
anatomy and neurobiology and of

• Feb. 21 — Australian
architect Glenn Murcutt, on
"Place, Culture, Technology,
Architecture." Murcutt, who will
deliver the 2000 Fumihiko Maki
Endowed Lecture, is best known
for architecture that draws upon
Australian cultural and landscape
elements.
• March 20 — Peter
Papademetriou, professor of
architecture and director of the
graduate program at the New
Jersey Institute of Technology, on
"Eero Saarinen and the Search for
an American Modern Architecture." Having dedicated more
than 20 years of research to the
topic, Papademetriou is the
acknowledged authority on the
work of Eero Saarinen.
• March 23 — Gwendolyn
Wright, professor of architecture
at Columbia University, New
York, delivering the keynote
address for the architecture
school's symposium "What's in a
Plan?" set for March 23-25. The
symposium is the second in a
series on the theme "Design,
Modernity and American Cities."
The architecture school and
the Student Union sponsor the
lectures, which are preceded by a
6:30 p.m. reception in Givens
Hall. Graduate students on the
lecture committee are Bradley
Shanks, David Wolff, Michael
Antkowiak, Kathryn Friedman
and Karl Gustafson.
For more information, call
935-6200.
anesthesiology. Room 928 McDonnell
Medical Sciences Bldg. 362-7043.
4 p.m. Hematology seminar. "Collagen
Receptors: From Ligand Binding to Control
of Cell Phenotype." Samuel A. Santoro,
prof, of medicine and of pathology. 8841
Clinical Sciences Research Bldg.
362-8801.

Saturday, Feb. 12
9 a.m. Neuroscience Seminar Series.
"Detection and Encoding of Directional
Movement by Primary Afferents and
Vestibular Central Neurons." David
Dickman, Central Institute for the Deaf.
Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 362-7043.
11 a.m. University College Saturday
Seminar Series. "Liberty: Ancient and
Modern." George Pepe, prof, and chair of
classics dept. and dir., Master of Liberal
Arts Program. Co-sponsored by the
Master of Liberal Arts Program. Room 162
McDonnell Hall. 935-6778.

Music
Thursday, Feb. 3
8:30 p.m. Holmes Jazz Series. Holmes
Lounge, Ridgley Hall. 935-4841.

Sunday, Feb. 6

Since its founding in 1977,
Island Press, Washington
University's Collaborative
Print Workshop, has brought
more than 60 nationally and
internationally recognized
artists to St. Louis and published more than 100 fine art
print editions.
Now, the Gallery of Art is
examining some of the fruits of
these collaborations in an
exhibition titled "Island Press:
Innovation at Washington
University," on view through
March 19.
Island Press is the brainchild
of Peter Marcus, now professor
emeritus in the Department of
Printmaking and Drawing.
Marcus designed and built the
first Island Press (from which
the workshop takes its name),
an oversized 5-by- 10-foot
etching press that is one of the
largest in the country. These
facilities, combined with a
national reputation for quality
and experimentation, have led
to collaborations with art
world giants such as Roy
Lichtenstein, Raphael Ferrer
and others.
Island Press also has become
a pioneer in the use of mixedmedia printing techniques and
in the creation of one-of-akind prints. Guest artists work
in close collaboration with
master printer Maryanne
Ellison Simmons as well as
Cole Porter, Stephen Sondheim and Kurt
Weill. Sara Bleiberg, soprano, and Lisa
Campbell, piano. Graham Chapel.
935-4841.

Rafael Ferrer's etching "Plenilumio" is part of the exhibition
"Island Press: Innovation at Washington University," now on
view at the Gallery of Art.

students and faculty from the
printmaking department, and are
able to incorporate a complex
array of paper and printmaking
techniques.
The exhibition is in part the
result of a special seminar
co-taught by Simmons; Mark
Weil, Ph.D., the E. Desmond Lee
Professor for Collaboration in the
Arts, chair of the Department of
Art History and Archaelogy in
Arts & Sciences and director of
the gallery; Joan Hall, professor
and director of the printmaking
and drawing department; and
Lisa Bulawsky, assistant professor
of printmaking and drawing.
Students co-curated the exhibiBush Women and the David Murray
Ensemble. (Also Feb. 12, same time,
and Feb 13,2 p.m.) Cost: $25. Edison
Theatre. 935-6543.

Thursday, Feb. 10
8:30 p.m. Holmes Jazz Series. John
Norment Quartet. Holmes Lounge, Ridgley
Hall. 935-4841.

Saturday, Feb. 12
8 p.m. Senior recital. Music
of Barber, Handel,
Schumann, Poulencand
Still. Mark Kent, baritone,
and Henry Palkes,
piano. Graham
Chapel. 935-4841.

Sports

8 a.m. STD/HIV course. "STD Lab
Methods." (Thursdays through Feb. 24.)
Cost: $60. To register, call 747-0294.

Friday, Feb. 4

Saturday, Feb. 5

6 p.m. Women's
basketball vs. New
York U. Athletic
Complex. 935-5220.

2:30 and 7:30 p.m. Chinese New Year
Celebration variety show. Student
performances of dances, martial arts and
music. Cost: $5. Edison Theatre. For
tickets, call 935-6543.

8 p.m. Men's
basketball vs. New York U. Athletic
Complex. 935-5220.

Sunday, Feb. 6

Performances
Sunday, Feb. 6

3 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Brandeis
U. Athletic Complex. 935-5220.

Friday, Feb. 11

And More...
Thursday, Feb. 3

1 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Brandeis U.
Athletic Complex. 935-5220.

6 p.m. Black History Month performance.
"Flip the Script: Dreams, Escapes and
Revolutions." Sponsored by Black
Anthology. Cost: $10; $8 for students, WU
faculty and staff. Edison Theatre.
935-0119.

tion as part of the class.
Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. weekdays and 1 to
5 p.m. weekends. The exhibit is
free and open to the public. For
more information, call
935-4523.
In conjunction with the
exhibition, Weil and Simmons
will give a talk on "Island Press:
Innovation at Washington
University" as part of the
gallery's Friday Forum Luncheon Lecture Series at noon,
Feb. 18, in the gallery. Cost is
$15, which includes lunch;
advance reservations are
required. Call 935-5490 for
more information.

Friday, Feb. 11
6 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Case
Western Reserve U. Athletic Complex.
935-5220.
8 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Case
Western Reserve U. Athletic Complex.
935-5220.

8 p.m. OVATIONS! "Soul Deep." Urban

8 p.m. An Evening of Cabaret. Music of

5:30 p.m. Chinese New Year Celebration
banquet. Chinese cuisine. Cost: $8 for
banquet and variety show. Mallinckrodt
Center food court. For tickets, call
935-6543.

Monday, Feb. 7
11 a.m. -12:30 p.m. Short course.
"Identity and Politics in American Art,
1970-1990." George Speer, lecturer in art
history and archeology. (Mondays
through Feb. 28). Cost: $80. For
information and registration, call
935-6759.
8 p.m. Creative Writing Program Reading
Series. Marshall Klimasewiski, author
and asst. prof., Creative Writing Program,
will read from his work. Hurst Lounge,
Room 201 Duncker Hall. 935-7130. See
story on page 4.

Sports Section
Women win 55th
The women's basketball team
moved within five games of
the NCAA Division III record
for consecutive wins as the
Bears ran their winning streak
to 55 games with road
victories over the University
of Rochester, 103-55, and
Case Western Reserve
University, 97-53, last
weekend. The Bears led
Rochester by 19 at halftime,
47-28, and pushed the lead to
71-32 as they opened the
second half on a 24-4 run.
Senior All-America center
Alia Fischer led all scorers
with 19 points, 17 of which
came in the first half, while
junior Kjersten Kramer
scored 12, junior Tasha
Rodgers had 11 and junior

Sara Ettner had 10. Junior Lindsey
Merrill tied her career-high with
11 rebounds. Against Case
Western Reserve, WU led by just
five, 15-10, with 12:55 left in the
first half, but a 16-4 run just over
two minutes later pushed the lead
to 38-18. The Bears led by 23 at
halftime, 51-28, as they ran their
conference winning streak to 25
games. Rodgers led all scorers with
19 points and was joined by
Fischer, with 16 points, and Sue
Tucker, with 10 points, in double
figures.

The Spartans led at 25-24 with
two minutes left in the first half,
but Washington U. closed the
half on a 10-1 run to take the
lead for good. Junior point
guard Ryan Patton scored 11
points, and senior center Dave
DeGreeff added 10 points as the
Bears won for just the second
time in their last five games. On
Friday, Jan.28, at the University
of Rochester, the Bears led with
seven minutes to play, but could
not hold on and lost a 74-69
University Athletic Association
contest.

836 points, trailing only firstplace Nebraska-Omaha (943
points), while the men's team
took third spot. The men finished
with 814 points, trailing the
University of Missouri-Rolla
(1,141.5) and DePauw University
(864.5). Lindsay Wilkinson (100,
200 backstroke), Elisa Annelin
(100 breaststroke) and Liz Fry
(200 freestyle) were winners on
the women's side, as were the 200
and 400 medley relays. The men
were paced by Ryan Braun (2nd,
3-meter diving), Matt Greives
(3rd, 400 individual medley) and

BearS Split pair
Junior forward Chris Alexander

.
SWimmerS place

Matt Johnson(3rd, 200IM).
Rnnnprc at knriY

led all scorers with 25 points, and
the Bears tied a school record with
14 blocked shots in a 88-55 victory
Sunday, Jan. 30, at Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland.

At the 15th annual Washington
University Invitational in
Millstone Pool, the women's
swimming and diving team
finished in second place with

nuilllCli dl IVIIUA
The men's and women's indoor
track and field teams each
finished in second place among
the five teams at the Knox College

Invitational Saturday, Jan. 29, in
Galesburg, 111. The women
finished with 150 points, second
to Augustana's 224, while the
men tallied 135 to Augustana's
193.5. Senior Claudine Rigaud
paced the women by winning
the 55-meters and the 55-meter
hurdles. Freshman Elizabeth
Stoll set the school record in the
high jump with a leap of 5 feet
3 inches, while senior Kristin
Meade won the triple jump and
Natasha Richmond won the
weight throw. On the men's side,
Todd Bjerkaas won the
55-meters, and senior Richard
Greene set the school record in
winning the 300-meters. Senior
Tim Julien captured the
3,000-meters, and fellow senior
Brian Sivitz took the
5,000-meters.
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Nanotube
Milestone measurement
of tube's strength made
— from page 1

Getting involved Mallinckrodt Center was wall-to-wall with opportunity Jan. 26, as students
surveyed their extracurricular options at the Spring Activities Fair. More than 130 student organizations and campus departments participated in the matchmaking event, which was co-sponsored by
Student Union and the Office of Student Activities.

Drama, comedy, talks probe black history
The Black Anthology ensemble
will present a program of
dance, drama and song titled "Flip
the Script: Dreams, Escapes,
Revolutions" at 6 p.m. Sunday,
Feb. 6, in Edison Theatre, as part
of the ongoing commemoration
of February's Black History
Month.
Featuring performances by
University students, "Flip the
Script" embodies 14 pieces,
including those by poets
Gwendolyn Brooks and Langston
Hughes, and five written by
University students or recent
graduates. The performances
feature adult language and
content.
"'Flip the Script' views African
Americans as part of an American
dream of community yet to be

fulfilled," said Miles Grier, a senior
English literature major who is
director of the program. "We have
striven to draw a diverse cast and
we hope our audience reflects that
same diversity," Grier said.
La Cresha Conley, a senior
majoring in psychology and
education, is the producer.
Tickets cost $8 for all students,
WU faculty and staff and $10 for
the general public. Group rates
also are available.
For more information about
tickets, call the Edison box office
at 935-6543. For more information about the program, call
935-5994.
In addition, several other Black
History Month events are slated
on campus, including:
• Feb. 11,8 p.m. — Nationally

known comedian B. Cole will
perform at the Rat. The show is
sponsored by the Association of
Black Students (ABS) and
Campus Programming Council.
• Feb. 13, 8 p.m. — A program
titled "Black Thighs, Black Guys
and Bedroom Lies" will feature
author/commentator Hasani
Pettiford at Ike's Place. The event
is co-sponsored by the Black
Greek Council and the Office of
Student Activities.
• Feb. 25, 7:30 p.m. —ABS
will hold a charity fund-raiser
labeled "Bidding for Bachelors
and Bachelorettes" in the Gargoyle.
• Feb. 29,4 p.m. — The
Assembly Series will feature
author James Earl Hardy in
Graham Chapel.

County approves parking revisions for Hilltop Campus
The St. Louis County Council
unanimously approved
legislation Thursday, Jan. 27, that
bases the requirements for Hilltop
Campus parking on the number
of people rather than on the
number and size of buildings.
The University is required to
keep a minimum of 5,144 parking
spaces on the Hilltop Campus
under the new law.
"This is a very significant

change for the University,
resulting from more than two
years of work with the county,"
said Steven P. Hoffner, assistant
vice chancellor for students and
director of operations. "If the
change had not been approved,
the University would have had to
provide over 1,000 additional
parking spaces on the campus."
The University is currently
studying three parking options in

order to replace parking spaces
removed to make way for new
buildings. The University will have
an independent review of parking
in 2003 and again sometime
before 2006. Numbers will be
reported to the County Planning
Office annually.
The majority of the Hilltop
Campus is in an unincorporated
St. Louis County; a small part is in
the city of St. Louis.

Lofts

desirable place for young artists
to live and start their careers. It
will also give the school a real
presence in a thriving arts district
and should become a locus for
artistic activity in St. Louis."
Said David Darnell, president
of Bank of America Midwest:
"Our equity investment in
University Lofts is part of our
continuing commitment to the
revitalization of downtown. With
its rich mix of residential and
cultural life, University Lofts will
help create a 24-hour downtown,
which is essential to building a
strong center city."

John Dubinksy, chairman of
the RHCDA Board of Directors,
also expressed enthusiasm for
the project. "RHCDA is proud
to have had the opportunity to
work with Bank of America,
Washington University and its
School of Art to make Pat
Schuchard's dream a reality,"
Dubinsky said. "University
Lofts is a concrete illustration
of what RHCDA has achieved
in the past and hopes to achieve
in the future — improving the
economic and social well-being
of our communities and the
people who live in them."

Partnership yields
'hub'for art activity
■ from page 1

America provided all the
rehabilitation financing. The
building and a nearby parking
lot were donated by the University.
"This is really a unique
initiative for an art school,"
Schuchard said. "I think it will
help make St. Louis a more

Kelly from the University of
Wisconsin, report their findings,
"Strength and Breaking Mechanism
of Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes
Under Tensile Load," in the Jan. 28
issue of Science.
"A milestone measurement has
been considered to be the tensile
strength — how much load can
these tiny fibers bear before they
fail? We are the first to perform and
report on this type of experiment,"
Ruoff said. "New tools, under
development in our laboratory for
the past several years, have allowed
us to manipulate these nanotubes,
which have diameters on the order
of 10,000 times smaller than a
human hair, and lengths of only
several microns, onto opposing,
tiny cantilevers, or micro-measuring instruments. We video record
the entire tensile loading experiment as it takes place inside of a
scanning electron microscope."
MWCNTs break with what
Ruoff refers to as a "swordin-sheath" mechanism. "These are
'Russian Matryoshka doll-like'
structures," he noted. "One
nanotube is nested inside of
another, which is inside of another,
and so on. For the MWCNTs we
mechanically loaded, there would
be typically 10 to 40 nested
cylinders.
"Our method of'nano-welding'
these onto the cantilever tips, which
are our 'fingers' for holding and
pulling, is to focus the electron
beam onto the MWCNT where it is
loosely attached ... to the cantilever
tips. Doing this causes residual
hydrocarbon gases in the electron
microscope to be decomposed and
to build up a small carbonaceous
deposit. This deposit is the strong
attachment that holds the
nanotubes in place during the
experiment."
The method needs further
development, Ruoff said. About one
half of the MWCNTs that MinFeng
attached in this manner still broke
at the attachment site rather than
within the loaded nanotube section
after the load was applied. But the
other half still represented 19
separate MWCNT tensile-loading
experiments, which is considered a
good data set for analysis.
"Since the attachment is to the
outermost shell, and the interaction
between these nested nanotubes in
a multiwalled nanotube is relatively
weak, one might expect that the
outermost shell will carry the load
and break, with pullout of the inner
shells then occurring immediately
after the break. This is exactly what
we observed," Ruoff noted.
"This allowed us to measure, for
the first time, the tensile strength of
a single nanotube, namely the
outermost shell. And the highest
strength value, 63 Gpa, exceeds that
of any reported value for any type
of material" — about 50 to 60 times
stronger than high-grade steels.
"This suggests," Ruoff said, "that
there are future applications for
very lightweight, high-strength
cables and composites, where the
carbon nanotubes are the loadcarrying element."

Employment

Campus Watch

Use the World Wide Web to obtain complete job descriptions. Go to ct6000.wustl.edu/hr/home (Hilltop) or medlcine.wustl.edu/wumshr (Medical).

Hilltop
Campus
Information regarding
positions may be
obtained in the Office of
Human Resources,
Room 130, West
Campus. If you are not a
WU staff member, call
935-9836. Staff
members call 935-5906.
Lab Technician III
000167
Lab Technician III
000168
Administrative Aide/
Environmental
Engineering 000169

Assistant to the Vice
Chancellor lor
Research 000170
Unix Systems
Administrator
000171
Financial Analyst
000172
Accounting Clerk
000173
Departmental
Secretary 000175
Awards Coordinator
000176
Executive Assistant
000177
Program Assistant
000179

University Communications Secretary 000180
Training and
Development
Coordinator 000181
Computer Lab
Supervisor 000182
Switchboard Operator
(part time) 000184
Accountant 000185

Research Assistant
000191
Campus Visit
Coordinator 000196

Medical
Campus

Administrative
Assistant 000186
LAN PC Support
Specialist 000187

This is a partial list of
positions at the School
of Medicine.
Employees: Contact
the medical school's
Office of Human

Communications
Technician I 000188
Researcher 000190

SSTS£S?L™/
36Z
'Jl9r c „
candidates: Submit
resumes to the Office

Ruoff's group is currently
working on mounting and breaking
of the still smaller "single-wall"
nanotubes. These have only one
cylinder, are not nested like the
multiwalled variety, and are now
available due to advances in
synthesis.
"There will, obviously, be no
'sword-in-sheath' failure for these
single-walled nanotubes — there is
only one cylinder," Ruoff noted.
"We are excited about how strong
these nanotubes may be, because
theory is suggesting strengths
several hundred times that of the
highest strength steels."
In addition, Ruoff's group is
expanding its repertoire of
measurements. "We think that
carbon and also boron nitride
nanotubes may show remarkable
changes in conductivity when
mechanically deformed," he
explained. "They may also be
piezoelectric. Piezoelectric materials expand and contract with the
application of an electric voltage.
This could lead to new applications,
such as in nanoscale sensors or in
artificial muscle."
Ruoff said that the tools that his
group has built are themselves of
interest for use in the new and
rapidly growing area of research
and development in nanotechnology. "While I suppose we should
be happy both for taking on a
challenging problem and for the
fact that we have achieved some
important scientific results, there is
still much room for further
advances with manipulation of
matter at the nanometer length
scale.
"In this case we relied on the
sure hands of MinFeng, Oleg and
our collaborator Mark Dyer at
Zyvex," said Ruoff. "I admit to an
emotional desire that this 'human
element' will always be present, but
in the future, it will be the chore of
remarkably tiny machines, perhaps
having some stiff and strong
nanotube components, to carry out
the 'pick and place' of material to"
build other little machines, devices,
cars, houses, roads and so on, as
pre-programmed. It is an absolutely wide-open area for R&D, and
there is now, justifiably so in my
opinion, tremendous interest in
pushing nanotechnology R&D in
the United States."
Ruoff pointed to a comment
made at the recent Foresight
Conference on Nanotechnology
held in Santa Clara, Calif., where he
presented an invited talk on the
results of research on mechanical
properties of MWCNTs that also
appeared in the journal Science.
"There was one fellow there
who, following my talk, came up to
me with fire in his eyes and asked
me if I understood 'in both your
head and heart that nanotechnology is going to be the final
technology, because with a fully
operational nanotechnology, we
will be able to build anything we
want with almost any starting
material.' This is why our country is
now readying itself for substantial
investment in this area, as are
competitors in Europe, Asia and
elsewhere in the world — the
payoff will be very high," Ruoff
said.
Ruoff's research interests are
further described at the Ruoff
group Web page at http://
bucky5.wustl.edu.

of Human Resources,
4480 Clayton Aye.,
Campus Box 8002,
a
/°f 7f° 63m- or
call 362-7196.
Research Technician II
000686
Clinical Research
Coordinator 000837
Animal Care
Technician (part time)
000978
Communications
Coordinator 000985
Secretary III 000988
Secretary II 000992
Professional Rater I
001023

Patient Services
Representative
001049
Insurance Billing
and Collections
Assistant II001056
Clinical Nurse
Coordinator 001158
secretary III/
Education
Coordinator 001177
Secretary 1001212
Insurance Billing
and Collections
Assistant II 001226
Medical Assistant II
001229
Secretary II001230

The following incidents were reported to University Police from Jan. 17-30. Readers with
information that could assist in investigating these incidents are urged to call 935-5555. This
release is provided as a public service to promote safety awareness and is available on the
University Police Web site at rescomp.wustl.edu/-wupd.

Jan. 24
1:28 p.m. — A staff member
reported that sometime between
Dec. 20 and Jan. 21, a computer
unit and power cord had been
stolen from an office of the
University Police. The loss was
set at $2,000.

Jan. 27
12:28 p.m. — A staff member

reported the theft of two
couches and a lamp, valued at
$1,650, from Mudd Residence
Hall.
University Police also responded
to seven additional reports of
theft, four reports of bicycle theft,
three auto accidents, two reports
of auto theft, two reports of vandalism, two fires, two false fire
alarms and one report of
charity solicitation.
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Notables
Of note
Mary-Jean Co well, Ph.D.,
associate professor in the Performing Arts Department and coordinator of the dance program in
Arts & Sciences, recently organized and chaired a forum on
"Integrating 'World Dance' in
Curricula and Performance" for

associate professor of surgery, of
radiology, and of cell biology and
physiology, recently received a
four-year $880,000 grant from the
National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute for a project titled
"Regulated Expression of Collagenases in AAA." He also received a
four-year $298,560 grant from the
same institute for a project titled
"Aneurysm Research Core
Collaborative R01" and a two-year
$70,000 grant from the American

the National Association of
Schools of Dance annual conference, held in Palm Beach, Fla....
Stephen L. Ristvedt, Ph.D.,
instructor of psychiatry, recently
received a two-year $153,719
grant from the National Cancer
Institute for a project titled
"Impediments and Cues to Seek
Treatment for Rectal Cancer." ...
Robert W. Thompson, M.D.,

Ensminger new Tileston Professor
Jean E. Ensminger, Ph.D.,
professor of anthropology in
Arts & Sciences and fellow of the
Center in Political Economy, has
been appointed the Tileston
Professor of Political Economy
and will be installed in the chair
later this year.
"Professor Ensminger has done
distinguished work in her own
very exciting field of research,"
said Edward S.
Macias, Ph.D.,
executive vice
chancellor and
dean of Arts &
Sciences, "and
she has made
important
connections
among several
Arts&
Ensminger: Studies
how societies change Sciences
departments
and programs. She is also a
splendid classroom teacher,
evidenced by her many teaching
awards. Jean exemplifies the
qualities that we value in our Arts
& Sciences faculty, and I look
forward to many years of great
work from her."
Ensminger's research examines
the processes by which societies
change, particularly the interrelationship among political, economic and social issues in the
course of development. She has
studied these processes among the
Orma of northeastern Kenya for
22 years as they have been
transformed by increasing
participation in the world market.
An underlying question in much
of her work is the extent to which
formal and informal institutions
explain why some countries are
rich and some poor.
As a fellow at the Center in
Political Economy at the University, Ensminger works closely with

faculty from the Arts & Sciences
departments of political science
and economics, from the School
of Law and the John M. Olin
School of Business.
In her recent Cambridge
University book, Ensminger
develops a theoretical perspective
based upon the new institutional
economics, adapting the theory to
the concerns of anthropologists
and development economists. She
has applied it to economic growth,
labor relations, social capital,
changing gender roles, property
rights and collective action.
Ensminger's current work,
funded by the MacArthur and
Russell Sage foundations, pioneers
the use of experimental economics
outside of the laboratory and in
non-western societies.
Over the course of her career
Ensminger has carried out
extensive field research and
received 12 grants from variety of
agencies and foundations. She is
the past president of the Society
for Economic Anthropology, and
currently is a member of the
MacArthur Foundation's scholarly
network on preferences.
In 1989, Ensminger received a
teaching award from the Council
of Students of Arts & Sciences,
and in 1992, she was honored with
both the Burlington Northern
Teaching Award and the Emerson
Electric Excellence in Teaching
Award.
Ensminger earned a bachelor's
degree in anthropology in 1974
from Cornell University, and both
master's and doctoral degrees
from Northwestern University in
1976 and 1984, respectively.
The Tileston Professorship is
one of the oldest and most
distinguished at the University; it
was first held by University cofounder William Greenleaf Eliot.

Heart Association for the project
"Plasma MMP Levels in Patients
with Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms: Effects of Disease Progression and Doxycycline Treatment."

Speaking of
Milica Banjanin, Ph.D., professor
and chair of Russian in Arts &
Sciences, was invited to present a

paper titled "Blok's Windows" for
the panel, "Slovom i obrazom:
Views of Russia's Two Capitals," at
the national convention of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Slavic Studies. At
the same convention, Charles
Logan Byrd, Ph.D., assistant
professor of Russian, delivered a
paper titled "Autobiographical
Fallacy and the Ironic Forward"
for the "Nabokov and the Problem
of Genre" panel.

News Analysis
News Analysis contains excerpts from the For Expert Comment service. The service, which provides timely faculty comments to media across the
country, is distributed by the Office of University Communications.

Botched executions sending electric chairs
'from prisons to museums,' Banner says
Law
professor
Stuart
Banner,
J.D., who is
writing a
book on the
history of
capital
punishment
in the
United States, says Florida's
abandonment of the electric chair
last month in favor of lethal
injections is not surprising.
few decades ago, the
chair was the primary
means of execution in
the United States, but of the 240
people executed in the past
three years, only 16 were
electrocuted; in 1999, only three
of 98," Banner said. "The chair is
on the way to becoming a
historical curiosity, like the
gallows or the pillory. Too many
botched electrocutions — too
many deaths inflicted slowly
and painfully, too much stench
and smoke for spectators to
stomach — are sending the
electric chair from the prison to
the museum."
Florida's decision leaves only
Alabama, Georgia and Nebraska
still executing prisoners with the
electric chair. When the chair
was invented a little more than a

A

century ago, however, it was "the
most humane development
American criminal justice had ever
seen," Banner said.
For centuries, Americans had
executed criminals by hanging,
which was hoped to cause instant
death. "Most of the hanged were
not so fortunate," Banner said. "As
the rope encircled their necks, or
as the force of the drop wrenched
the larynx from the trachea, they
lost the ability to breathe. The
mouth and nose turned dark
purple. The eyes bulged monstrously wide. Convulsions
extended gradually throughout the
body. Asphyxiation took several
excruciating minutes."
In the second half of the 19th
century, the electric chair promised to address the gruesome
results of hanging. "Electricity was
so fast, it was hoped that it would
kill before the condemned's brain
could even perceive pain," Banner
said. "Spectators would be treated
to a clean death, without discomfort or a disfigured corpse. The
electric chair was a technological
marvel in the service of eliminating pain."
However, electrocution did not
always work as well as its early
proponents had hoped. From the
first electrocution in New York in
1890, when an overdose of current
made beads of blood appear like
sweat on William Kemmler's face,

to Florida prisoner Pedro
Medina's head catching on fire
in 1997, the electric chair has
had its gruesome moments.
"But on balance, whether
measured by the condemned's
pain or the spectators'
sensibilities, the electric chair
was a humane improvement
compared with hanging,"
Banner said. "When the chair
was challenged in many state
courts at the turn of the
century as cruel and unusual
punishment, the argument
was brushed aside.
"Cruelty is a relative
concept," Banner continued.
"Things can be cruel only in
comparison to possible
alternatives. Today, most
states execute criminals by
lethal injection, a method far
less painful and visually
disturbing, on average, than
electrocution.
"Americans always have
been ambivalent about capital
punishment — most have
favored it in the abstract,
while feeling uneasy about
inflicting it in specific cases,"
Banner concluded. "Part of
that ambivalence has involved
a constant search for cleaner
and less painful methods of
execution. Unplugging the
electric chair is just the latest
step."

School of Medicine recognizes employees for 10 years of service
Betty A. Amsbury
Kenneth W. Anderson

Corazon D. Arthur
James K. Barnett
Jack D. Baty
Regina Bell-Robinson
Karen J. Bieser
Jennifer Bollinger
Betty E. Bonnett
Susan L. Borrenpohl
Kenneth R. Boschert
Lance M. Bottini
Christine Bousman
Kathy L. Bradley
Verdella F. Brink
Debra Z. Brouk
Barry S. Brunsden
Leslie R. Burnett
Jennifer A. Carney
Louise M. Carter
LindaS. Cash
Kimberly P. Caves

Margaret R. Chesney
Mary S. Cipponeri

internal medicine
WU Shared Billing
and Collection
Services
(WUSBCS)
pathology
internal medicine
biostastics
internal medicine
neurology
molecular
microbiology
orthopaedic
surgery
anesthesiology
comparative
medicine
molecular
microbiology
WUSBCS
orthopaedic
surgery
surgery
radiology
radiology
Faculty Practice
Plan
psychiatry
facilities
management
WUSBCS
biochemistry and
molecular
biophysics
pathology
pediatrics

Richard demons
Diane R. Coleman
Deborah K. Cox
Rebecca S. Davis
Elmira Day
Barbara Decepida
Denise A. Dorsey
Sandra R. Doyle
Magda M. Dwidar
Denise Edwards
Marlowe 0. Erickson

Rose A. Evans
Marsha G. Fallert
David J. Fini
Rosemarie Fink
Margaretta Fontaine
Lana A. Francis
Sandra M. Gant
David J. Garibaldi
Cynthia M. Gebhardt
Lisa C. George
Cynthia E. Gewinner
Patricia A. Giles
Michael A. Giorgi
Jeanette Glass

ophthalmology and
visual sciences
internal medicine'
pediatrics
internal medicine
molecular
microbiology
internal medicine
pathology
internal medicine
pediatrics
adult clinical
research center
health
administration
program
orthopaedic
surgery
ophthalmology and
visual sciences
medical school
library
molecular biology
and pharmacology
radiology
internal medicine
internal medicine
ophthalmology and
visual sciences
internal medicine
WUSBCS
surgery
internal medicine
comparative
medicine
neurological
surgery

Susana Gonzalo
Robyn L. Gornati
Sandra K. Greaves
Dawn L. Grotegeers
Julia T. Hampton
Steven K. Harmon
Barbara J. Hartman
Janet E. Heath
Kim M. Heimann
Carol E. Heller
Richard Henderson
Martha J. Hessler
Lisa M. Hill
Karl G. Hock
Sandra J. Hoffmann
Vivian Z. Hogan
James R. Holley
Michael D. Holman
Mary L. Hubert

Sandra L. Hughes
Karen K. Jaboor
Sherry L. Johnson
Keith L. Jones
Zina A. Jones
Yuh-Jiin Jong
Cynthia A. Kane
Laura L. Karsteter
Jeffery 1. Keen

cell biology and
physiology
orthopaedic
surgery
WUSBCS
neurology
facilities
management
anatomy and
neurobiology
pediatrics
psychiatry
WUSBCS
anesthesiology
facilities
management
psychiatry
surgery
pathology
medical school
library
pathology
neurology
genetics
medical school
management
services
WUSBCS
surgery
otolaryngology
ophthalmology and
visual sciences
internal medicine
psychiatry
pediatrics
internal medicine
anesthesiology

Kimberly D. Keen
Eugene R. Kilgen

genetics
redevelopment
corporation
ophthalmology and
Debra S. King
visual sciences
Daniel J. Korte
pediatrics
pediatrics
Maria A. Kraus
anatomy and
Shashi B. Kumar
neurobiology
Marilyn K. Leung
internal medicine
internal medicine
Karen D. Lozano
Sandra K. Macmillan
molecular
microbiology
Leonard L. Maierhoffer radiology
Jerry Markman
radiology
internal medicine
Barbara S. McCall
Barbara A. McKinney
surgery
Faculty Practice
RondaG. Mekan
Plan
financial
Amy R. Meyer
operations
psychiatry
Linda M. Mifflin
Debbie Montgomery-Ewin WUSBCS
surgery
Lesley J. Moore
Carol A. Morie
internal medicine
Cheryl A. Morris
WUSBCS
internal medicine
Janice F. Munro
Cathy M. Murphy
internal medicine
internal medicine
Samantha Newsom
medical school
Kelly M.Noll
curriculum
psychiatry
Kay L. O'Brien
Yvonne 0'Connell
internal medicine
surgery
Gary M. Picou
pediatrics
Mathew J. Poe
Joann Polk
radiology
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Marybeth Brown, Ph.D. (left), associate professor of medicine, and research technician Cheryl Hoff
examine the axis rotation of the ankle.

Pioneering proponent of exercise for elderly
For Marybeth Brown,
Ph.D., exercise is
fundamental —and
a key ingredient in
healthy aging

BY NICOLE VINES

fter graduating from
college with a physical
therapy degree in 1967,
Marybeth Brown left
the East Coast for a
cross-country road trip with her
brother. Her intentions were to
explore the West, scout out a
place to live and find a job as a
physical therapist (PT).
Instead, she ran out of money
much earlier than anticipated and
was forced to take the first job she
could get — working as a staff
physical therapist at Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital in Los Angeles.
Brown doesn't have fond
memories of her first PT experience. "It was a little overwhelming," she said, "because I was
treating everything that came
along."
However, the same job she
detested helped her to discover
her life's passion. "I absolutely
love working with older adults,"
she said. "I found I couldn't leave
their troubles behind, and it was
that job that served as a springboard to my work with the
elderly for the next 30 years."

A

Leading the way
Marybeth Brown, Ph.D., associate
professor of physical therapy, has
devoted much of her clinical and
research career to understanding
what happens to muscle during
aging and bed rest. David R.
Sinacore, Ph.D., assistant
professor of physical therapy, said
Brown was one of the first to
recognize the value of physical
exercise as a person ages.
"Marybeth led the way in
demonstrating that you can be
healthier if you exercise regularly," he said. "Her work has
changed the way PTs think about
how older individuals age."
Keying off her new interest in

the elderly, Brown landed another
PT job at an older-adult rehabilitation center. Three years later,
she decided to try older-adult care
from a different angle — home
care. She found it challenging and
real. "Essentially, you're living by
your wits and trying to promote
independence and improvement
in whatever conditions you find,"
she said. "You quickly realize how
absurd it is to try to enable
somebody to grocery shop when

the blind," she said. "I knew
nothing about research, and it was
the most infuriating and frustrating experience." After a few years,
Brown realized she needed
research skills and left the faculty
to pursue a doctorate at USC. Five
years later she received a Ph.D. in
physical therapy.
Shirley A. Sahrmann, Ph.D.,
professor of physical therapy and
of cell biology and physiology, said
Brown brings a valuable perspective to the
————
profession and
her research
"Obviously, exercise doesn't cure aging, because of her
strong clinical
but it has a profound effect on the
background.
overall well-being of people."
"Marybeth is
the ideal model
MARYBETH BROWN
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who has
they can't even negotiate within
become a scientist," said
their own homes."
Sahrmann, also an associate
Brown found herself wrestling
professor of neurology and
with the problems of the elderly.
neurological surgery. "She was
She decided to go back to school
driven to the career change by her
to pursue these questions, and in
intellectual curiosity and commit1974 she earned a master's degree
ment to effective patient care."
in physical therapy from the
Brown was looking for someUniversity of Southern California
thing different in her next job — a
(USC) in Los Angeles.
school that would support her
Soon after, Brown received a
interest in animal research. In
call from a former teacher there
1984, she came to Washington
who wanted her to help teach an
University as an instructor in PT.
anatomy course. She accepted and
"It was a meant-to-be experience,"
loved it, taking leadership of the
she said. She considers herself
class the following year.
lucky to have joined a university
In 1975, Brown was asked to
that already had an older-adult
join the USC physical therapy
research program led by John O.
faculty full-time to teach anatomy
Holloszy, M.D., professor of
and therapeutic exercise. Brown,
medicine. At the same time, she
an experienced hiker, already was
was able to put together a tissue lab
signed up for a three-month trek
to study aging animals.
across the Himalayas, and she
Holloszy values Brown's blend
said, joking, that accepting the
of skills. "Dr. Brown combines a
position was a difficult decision.
remarkable level of clinical skill
Her new post required that she
and acumen with the ability to do
assist students with research
cutting-edge basic research
projects. "It was the blind leading
relevant to her clinical interests,"
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"I'm a sucker for a view," said Marybeth Brown, Ph.D. (left, foreground), shown here atop Mount Mera in
Nepal in 1990.

he said.
The combination keeps Brown's
work interesting. "It's a peculiar
situation to sit on the fence with
one foot in an animal lab and one
foot in a human lab," she said.
"Even as a PT, I'm a bit of an
anomaly."
The University, though, has
allowed her to pursue parallel
questions. "The animal work drives
many of the clinical questions that
are appropriate for older adult
populations," she said. "And the
older adult population, as baffling
as it is, provides questions to
address with the animal work. I feel
like I have the best of both worlds."
Sinacore said Brown's work with
both human and animal research is
unusual because she often is able to
bridge the two almost immediately.
"Marybeth has great insights for
working with frail, elderly humans,"
he said. "Most of her insights come
from her observations clinically as
well as in the laboratory, working
with older rats. She can often apply
her animal findings almost
immediately to the human population."
Considered by many to be a
pioneer, Brown was one of the first
to study the long-term effects of
exercise. "You can't help but notice
that among people who come to
rehab — those who have been
active all of their lives fare so much
better than older, sedentary adults,"
she said. "Obviously, exercise
doesn't cure aging, but it has a
profound effect on the overall wellbeing of people."
More recently, Brown has set her
sights on a problem that she said
has distressed and intrigued her for
many years — why bed rest is
harder on older adults than younger
adults. Because two-thirds of
admissions of people 65 and older
to Barnes-Jewish Hospital were for
elective procedures, she realized
there would be opportunity for a
pre-habilitation program in
advance of a procedure, and
hypothesized that such a program
would strengthen them enough
physically to allow their muscles to
withstand a period of disuse.

Spurring future coverage
Using animal models, Brown is
comparing an exercise program
done in advance of disuse to the
traditional model of rehabilitation
following disuse. Although she
admits that insurance companies
now wouldn't pay for this kind of
rehabilitation approach, Brown
hopes she can provide a foundation
with her animal research to spur
future coverage. "To make a policy
change is going to take years, but
you have to start someplace," she
said. "A reasonable starting point
for me is in the animal lab."
For Brown, exercise is innate.
"Exercise is part of my fundamental
being, a genuine joy," she said.
Several times a year, she gets what
she calls her "mountain fix." She has
traveled the world climbing some of
its highest mountains, including
Mount Rainier, Mount Blanc,
Mount Kenya, Mount Kilimanjaro,
Mount Whitney and several in the
Rockies and the Sierra Nevadas.
"I'm honestly not that good a
climber, but I'm a sucker for a
view," she said. Brown also enjoys
biking, golfing, scuba diving and
gardening.
Although she keeps an apartment in St. Louis, Brown's home is
located in Millersburg, about 110
miles west of St. Louis. She lives on
26 acres still accessed by a dirt road.
"I can't help but wonder if there
isn't some genetic predisposition
for living out here because I come
from seven generations of farmers,"
she said.
"Whether it be work or play, I
love adventure," Brown added.
"Research provides a terrific avenue
for adventure. Going to work is just
plain fun, and the best part — I'm
getting paid to have a good time."

